1 RESEARCH PROBLEM

Learning programming is a complex task that poses significant challenges. Students face different kinds of difficulties at complex levels that traditional teaching/learning methods are not able to cope with resulting in a high rate of failures.

Two very distinguished concepts that are incredibly misunderstood by the students are: learning programming and learning the syntax of a programming language.

Programming is, first of all, to outline strategies in order to solve problems, regardless of the language used. In fact, this task involves several steps that go from the understanding of the work proposal to the test of the program, passing through the algorithm development and codification.

Although we believe the codification is not the main difficulty, previous studies had conclude that (Gomes, 2010), the adopted programming paradigm and the language used have a huge impact in the learning process and consequently in the task performance.

Learning how to program is an iterative process. The solution to a complex problem can be obtained in a successive steps solving simpler problems and enriching the previous solutions.

It is only possible to learn how to program by programming. Following this approach, students can understand and acquire problem-solving strategies. Therefore, it is obvious that an active behavior by the student, instead of a passive behavior, leads to an improvement in his ability to solve the proposed problems.

However, teachers realize that in most cases, when students are requested to solve a particular problem, they are not able to start the task, neither on paper nor in the computer. Even when they break this initial inertia, they often become discouraged and give up easily as soon as they face the first hurdle. Under these circumstances, the students’ main difficulties are:

- Understanding the problem due to their unfamiliarity with the subject or due to the inability to understand the problem statement;
- Lacking logic thinking to write the correct algorithm to solve a given problems;
- Learning the language syntax and semantics.

The above difficulties identified in learning programming led to the creation of languages and development environments that smooth the designing of algorithms, or the writing and the analyzing of programs.

New teaching/learning approaches must be devised. The resort to computer supported education specially tailored to programming activities shall be explored.

For this reason, several authors have researched the pedagogical effectiveness of program visualization and animation, and developed some tools. Animation can help students on the analysis and understanding of given programs, and can also guide on the development of new ones.

Besides that, it is very important to give students the opportunity to practice solving programming exercises by themselves. Receiving feedback is essential for knowledge acquisition. New tools arose (especially in the area of programming contests) to allow for the submission of solutions (programs developed by the students) to the problem statements presented by the teacher and to assess them, returning immediately information about the submitted answer. These tools can be incorporated into teaching activities, allowing students to test their work getting immediate feedback. Automatic evaluation systems significantly improve students performance.

In this article are shown two approaches to the teaching of programming, animation and automatic assessment are reviewed, and a new pedagogical practice resulting from combination of both is
2 OUTLINE OF OBJECTIVES

The goal of the Ph.D. work is summarized below:

- To provide means for an easier understanding of programs
- To make students increase their ability to practice regularly programming, since the first day, obtaining immediate feedback.

We believe that this can increase their motivation, engagement and consequently improving the academic success.

3 STATE OF THE ART

The animation tools provide a visual metaphor that significantly help the understanding of complex concepts. Therefore, these tools allow the students to find the dynamics of hard to understand but extremely important processes. In this way, the student is stimulated to progress in his activity (Hundhausen et al., 2002).

In this sector, beyond discussing the animation strategy, we will also discuss the importance of feedback in the teaching-learning process. In this perspective, we will analyze the impact of tools for automatic evaluation of programs when integrated in teaching process.

3.1 Animation

Several authors have been concerned about the use of graphic interfaces that enable a way of communication between the user and the computer not restricted to a textual form (Hansen et al., 1999) (Stasko and Kehoe, 1996) (Hundhausen and Douglas, 2000).

Aiming to enhance the learning process, many educators and computer scientists have been dedicated to the construction of animation, visualization and simulation systems (computational programs). The great motivation is to appeal to the human visual system potential.

The key question is how to apply these methods in order to help students to deal with complex concepts.

Many researches (Brown and Sedgewick, 1985) (Korhonen, 2003), (Kerren and Stasko, 2002) have been working to identify the rules that should be followed while designing and creating visualizations and animations effective for teaching. As it computational programs can be hard to understand when presented in a textual format; however it is expected that a better comprehension could be achieved with an animated graphic format (Pereira, 2002).

An animation is a natural approach of expressing behaviors. Particularly, the animation of an algorithm is a dynamic visualization of their main abstraction. So, its importance lies on the ability to describe the algorithm logical essence.

When inspecting the control and data of a program to understand its behavior, we have, at the first time, two big choices; do it during code execution (debugging), or simulate the execution in another environment (Pereira, 2002). For teaching purposes we believe that the second approach is clearly the most interesting. Thus, means animation system is a tool that allows build animations kind of interactively. In this context, there are several tools that try to introduce basic programming concepts through a familiar and pleasant environment in order to help students learn to program. The following list shows some of these most well known tools: BALSA (Saraiya, 2002), TANGO (Hughes and Buckley, 2004), Jeliot (Silva et al., 2009), Alma (Pereira and Henriques, 1999), SICAS (Mendes et al., 2004), OOP-Anim (Santos et al., 2010), VILLE (Rajala et al., 2007), JIVE (Lessa et al., 2011). All of these tools are concerned with visualization or animation of programs written in traditional programming languages (C, Java, etc.). Besides these, there are also some programming environments less conventional that allow to edit, run, and view programs developed in visual languages designed for the purpose of facilitating the teaching of programming: AMBAP (Xavier et al., 2004), Alice2 (see http://www.alice.org/), Scratch (see http://scratch.mit.edu), etc. As referenced above, several authors became interested in this problem. They develop less complex and appealing environments than the professional environments, with important features for novice programmers. These systems have long been used to allow understanding important aspects in programming through animation pseudo-code, flowcharts, or programs written in specific or general programming languages such as Pascal, C, Java, and others. The most interesting and appealing are those that allow students to introduce and simulate their own algorithms and programs. The animation based at simulation allows introduce the dynamic visualization of the program and help student
comprehension at his own pace. To understand this idea, Figure 1 and Figure 2 show illustrative screenshots of Jeliot System.

![Figure 1: Jeliot interface - Java Class to calculate an average.](image1.png)

The figures show two moments in the animation of a class to calculate an average. Figure 1 illustrates the steps when a new value is being added to the sum (execution of an assign statement); Figure 2 exhibits another step when cycle stop condition is being evaluated. The sequence of these images, corresponding to the execution of each statement produces the animation of the class as desired.

### 3.2 Automatic Evaluation

It’s very important to give students the opportunity to practice and solve programming exercises by themselves.

The maximum effectiveness of this approach requires the teacher's ability to rate and review each resolution. Instant feedback is very important for the acquisition of knowledge. Independently of the particular learning strategy, it motivates students.

However, in large classes and with few lecture hours, this approach is impractical. Individual feedback may consume too much teacher’s time with risk that students don’t benefit from it in due time (Queirós and Leal, 2015).

To solve this problem, there are a large number of online submission systems that support the automatic evaluation for the programming problems (Queirós and Leal, 2012).

Different studies show that these systems enable students to autonomously develop programming skills and significantly improve their performance (Verdú et al., 2011).

Since not all students are motivated in the same way, it is important to provide different learning environments: individual (traditional), collaborative (group work), competitive (competitions), among others. Taking advantage of the human spirit of competition, competitive learning increases commitment and leads to a greater involvement of students in practical activities.

Competitions with automatic evaluation are becoming important for the practice of programming. However, differences in motivation and feelings between losers and winners can exist. These negative effects can be minimized through different practices, such focusing on learning and fun rather than a competition.

New tools have emerged to facilitate and enable their use in teaching activities, allowing students to incorporate tests in its work. These tools increase the level of satisfaction and motivation of students. According to teachers and students, feedback should be as quickly and detailed as possible. These tools do not replace the teacher, but provide help and increase the value of time in the classroom. The proposed problems have different levels of difficulty and feedback is useful for an increased understanding of programming for the students. Teachers should be able to select the problems they intend to present to the students according to their level of difficulty (Verdú et al., 2011). With suitable software tools, correctness of the program can be determined with an indication of the quality according to a set of metrics. It’s not easy to find a unique approach to the problem of assessment of programming works. Different teachers can adopt different strategies, depending on their specific goals and objectives of the course, especially of his own style and preferences (Joy et al., 2005). So, the problem is related to the resources required to manage the evaluation of practical exercises. The students receive accurate feedback at the right time to the benefit of their learning. Most of the tools available for this purpose include the delivery of works and automatic evaluation. This is adequate for an initial learning where knowledge and
understanding are being tested. The final goal is to provide new learning strategies to motivate students and make programming more accessible and an attractive challenge. Boss (Heng et al., 2005), Mooshak (Leal and Silva, 2008) and EduJudge (Verdú et al., 2011) are examples of such tools. Their main goal, besides testing the students’ answers against a set of data input and give a rating, is to allow the evaluator motivate students through precise and rapid feedback.

4 METHODOLOGY

To achieve this goal we intend to follow a method based on the steps:
- Bibliographic research (theoretical and technological);
- Reasoning about the research evidences and writing;
- Proposal of a new approaches/strategies;
- Experimentation in the classroom.

According to the feedback obtained in the last phase, we will iterate over the four steps above.

5 EXPECTED OUTCOME

In order to increase the motivation and self-confidence of students of Introductory Programming courses, we presented in this paper a proposal for a doctoral thesis. Our goal is to clearly identify the difficulties that actually arise in this process and suggest different approaches, supported on computer resources to minimize these difficulties.

So, the expected outcome of this Ph.D. work is a set of strategies to improve the success of programming courses. These strategies will be based on the use of computers and computer applications that can increase the involvement of students in comprehension and development tasks. The proposal will combine several tools originally created with different objectives.

6 STAGE OF THE RESEARCH

The first year of this Doctoral Program, PDInf, was devoted to literature review in order to write the state-of-the-art chapters.

At present the first proposal design is undergoing. It is based on the principal that students should analyse a good solution (well-solved examples) before starting their own resolution.

To be more concrete we introduce in the sequel a summary of this proposal.

We suggest that for each topic to teach, the teacher prepare two groups of similar exercises.

For the first group of exercises, the teacher discusses the problem statement, outlines the resolution (an algorithm) and presents the program that solves it. Then the student can make its animation and so analyse / understand the solution.

For the second set of exercises, after discussing the proposal, the teacher asks the students to solve and to test the solution produced through an automatic evaluation system.

On a third moment, the teacher discusses with students the feedback received from the evaluator.

This approach assumes that teachers select a powerful animation tool and easy to use; and choose an Automatic Evaluator System (AES) that, besides friendly return feedback and provide a diagnosis. It is also desirable that the Automatic Evaluator Systems comment on the code quality. Currently the idea is to do experiment Jeliot and Mooshak.
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